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Abstracl A new axiomatic charact€rization of the semivalues of finite cooperative ra-

person games with transfsable utilities is g"eq by using a potential function The

semivalues are proved to be the,rnique functionals on the space of such gameq which are

consistent relative to a llartfvlas Colell type of reduced game and weigbted *andard for

two person garnes. The potential is also used to prove the validity of a reclrsive definition

of semivalus, 6 well as the fact that the semivalues are Shapley vah& of the so called

Power Game.

1. Introduction.

In late 80's, Hart and ldas Colell (1988, 1989) introduced the idea of defning for

each cooperative transferable utility game a number, called the potential ofthe game, srch

that for each player i the marginal contribution of i to the potential is aractly the payoff

to i offered by the Shapley value. They have used the potential to charactsize the

Shapley value as the unique firn6ional on the sPace of all TU games satidying the

consistency and the staodardness axioms.

A potential for the Banztraf value has beo defined by the author (Draga4 l96a)

and, to use this potential for similar purposes an implicit reduced game of Hart/IUas Colell

tlpe and a concept of weigbted standardness have been inuoduced; then a characterization

of the Banzhaf value by means of consistency and weighted standardness has been proved'

Independently, Ortmann (1995) has defined the same potential for the Banztraf value' but

his conservation pfoperty has nothing coflllnon with ogr consistutcy.



The semivalues were introduced by Dubey, Neyrnan and Weber (1981) as the

values satisfying a set of axioms, precisely: linearity, synm€try, monotonicity and

projection orioms. They were also defining the semivalues for the infinite case, but no

cooc€pt of potential was introduced In a receot paper, Calvo and Sastos (1997) have

defined a poteatial for the semivalues of cooperative TU gzmes in the finite case and intho

finite q'pe continuum case. Calvo and Santos w€re using their poteotial to obtain the

following major resrlt (Theorem 5.3): the values possessing a potential are those values

which are Shapley values of a modified game. However, no corsistency property was

discgssed by Calvo and Santos, instead they presented the relationship between the

potential and the noncooperative potential galnes. In an earlier paper (Dragan, 1996b)'

we have shown that the Banzhaf value is a Shapley value; the modified garle wan calld

the Power Game relative to the Banzhaf value of the gven game and we shall keep this

nerne here, toO.

In this paper, we coruider the Dube,yA{eymao/Weber semivalues for finite

cooperative TU games. kr the second sectioq we introduce the Power Game for

semivalues iul an extension of the Power Crame for the Ban'haf value; our Power Game is

identical with Calvo/Santos auiliary game used in the proof of the above mentioned

resglt. Theorem I gives the power Game in terms of the coalitional form of the gamq a

resnlt which will be used in many proofs along the paper. For exanplg Corollary 2 will

show that ogr reduced game is well defined. Definition 3 given in the third section is a

slight modification of the Calvo/Sastos potential in the finite case; Theorern 4 proves

algebraically that this is a potential. Further, Theorem 6 shows that a sesrivalue is the

Shaple,y value of the Power Crame but no oriom is used as in the proof of the

Calvo/Santos Theorem 5.3 stated above. A recursive defnition of the semivalues is given

in the fourth section by proving a reqrrsive formula using the potential in Theorem 7 and

showing tbat the formula is well defined in Theorern 8. Definition 9 is introducing the

weighted standardness and Definition I I is implicitly defining a reduced galne of HartMas



Colell qpe for semivalues, in the fifth sectioa Tbeorem l0 proves that the semivalues are

weighted stadard for nro person games. Now Definition 12 is istroducing the

consistency and Theorern 13 proves that the sernivalues are consistent Finally' the

characterization of semivalues by m€a$r of consistency and weighted staodardness is

proved in Theorem 14. Four oramples illustrate the concePt of Power Game' the

marginals of thic game and their use in the recursive formula for semivalues as well as the

concepts of reduced game and the consistency.

2- Semivalues and the Power Game.

Dubey, Neymao and Weber (1931) have introduced a,xiomatically the semivalues

on the set of all cooperative games; for cooperative TU games they.derived from the

axioms a formula for the semivalues, which rnay well be taken as a definition of this class

of values. In the following we adopt this aninrde. Let iV be an *blttty finite set of

players, z = flVl, and zuppose that a set of nonnegative weigbts f (")' I : 1,2,...,tu,

is given. Then, the semivalue associated with this set of weights is the n-vector defind

on the space G(lV) of giunes with the set of PlaYers JV bY

pn(s)[u(s) - u(s - {i})]' vi € rY. (l)

To erctend the definition to the set of all cooperative TU games such that the o<ioms are

satisfid Dubey, Neyman and Weber noticed that formula (l) still iapplies for each

individual space G(T),but the weigbt vectonr should satisfy for all integers I relations of

the form

l(") = l*t(t) +l*r(t {- 1), s : L,2,.",t' Q)

Hence, the semivalues rnay be defined on the space of all finite cooperative ganes by

formula (1) provided that the syster$ of weights for sccessive integers t satisfy a Pascal

triangle property (2). Note that for a givan weight vedor P" > 0, the triangle property

(Z) determine all nonnegative f-vectors y' t"ith t 3 n, but this is not tnre for t > n-

(/V) of cooperative TU ga
rtDi(ff,u,f): L

S:i€,5E/V



Hence a weight f > O allows us to g€t the semivalues ofany game in G(iV) andthose

of all games in the union of all Cg) for ? E /V, including the zubgames of a game

u € G(lV). Two wdl known values are semivalues: if for all integers t

l("): i:(:)]-', s = 1, 2,.--,t, (3)

then the associated seminalue is the Shapley value (1953); if for all integers f

l@) :2r-t , s = !,2,... ,1, (4)

then the associated semivalue is the Banzhaf value (1965). Therdorg it is orpectd that

the semivalues may borrow some properties Aom the Shapley value asd/or &g lnnzhaf

value, beside gommon orioms in their definition In the following s1s'main pr:rpose wrll

be that of characterizing the semi.ralues by mstns of the consistenry and some kind of

standardness, ils this has been done by llart and Mas Colell for the Shapley value and by

the author for tbe Barzhaf value. To prove such a characterization we start by the

definition ofthe Power Game as we did in the paper relative to the lanzhaf rl4lue.

For any finite set of players lV and iury game u € G(ff) and aay z-vector of

weiglrts f > 0, the Power Gane of u relative to the semivalue D associaed with pr

is defined by

(s)

where I isderivedfrom f bythetriangutarproperty(2). Recallthatforthesystemof

weights (a) this was the Power Ganre relative to the lanzhafvalue (Dragan, 1996a), while

for the system of weights (3) this is the game itself due to the efrciency Property of the

Shapley value. Note that the Power Game is well defined because as noticed above, all

weight vectom f > O for f, = 1, 2,...n, are uniquely d*ermined by (2)' hence the

numbers r(T,u,t) u"well defined for all zubg;ames of u. Notice ttrat for simplicity

we did not denote these zubgames by try.

r(T,u,tr 
1DroUr,u:t), 

v? E .nr,



Example l: To illustrate the concept ofPower Game that v.ill be ortensively used

in this paper, let us write the Power Game relative to the sesrivalue D for a 3-person TU

game. From (1) and (2) we obtain

7r({i}, u,pr): pt(t)o(;), i: 1,2,3;

7r({i, j|,o,f) = l1t;[u(;) + u(r)l + f Q)l2a(i,i) - o(t) - u(r)l :
: lf (t) - f (2)lt"(;) +u(:)l +2f (z)a(;,fl;

?r(ti, j,kl,u,f): l(r)["(i) + u(il +u(r)j + 2f (2)1"(",il *aQ,k) *
* a(j ,,b) - u(i) - uji - "(k)l 

+ el (a)o(i, j, ,k) -
- l(3) ["(;,i) * u(i, k) *u(j,k)] :
: F(1) - 2f (2))[u1i1 + aU) +u(r)] +

lzf (zl - l(3)l

[r(1, j) * o\,,b) + uU, k)] + 3l (3)u(i, j, k).

The formulas just written illustrate also the fo[owing resr,rlt

Theorem l: For any game u g 6(/V) and any nonnegative n-vector of weights

pP, the Power Game zr defined by (5) satisfies for all T e N :

r(T,u,f) : tf (qu(nfitt"o,(") - (t - s)l(s + r)la"("), (6)
s=cl

where a,(T) is the susl ofworth oftle subcoalitions of ? of size s-

Proof: If in (5) we use (1), then for each s, 1 ( s ( t, any worth u(,5) with

":lSl occuntwiththecoefEcient l(t) inall s components D;(T,u,l) with i€S,

and with the coeffcient - l(s + 1) in all t - s components Di(T,u,t') with

ieT-5.
Note that by (6) a unique Power Cyasre is defined for ury u € G(lY), but if

f (") > 0 then (6) for all f e jY rnay be viewed iur a recuniive formrla from which for

a glven Power Gagre 7r € G(iV) a unique game u € G(l/) can be obtained. Indee4

from pr(z)>0 urd f >O wegetby(2) that l$)>0 and y'>O forall t,

I



! 1 t S n, so tbat (6) provides u(?) iul soon as u(S), V.5 C T, hzvebeen computed.

Ilencq we have

Corollary 2: If pn > 0 and pn(n) ) 0, tben zr is a bijection fron G(JV) orto

G(JV).

Note also that we ciul prove algebraically the frct which follows aom the ardomq,

that the sesrivalues d€6ned by formula (1) are efrciect if and only if they are Shapley

values. Indee4 from (6) we see that ![s sernivalues are e6cient if and only if they are

associated with weigbts sati$ing

tt(t):1, sl(s) - (t - s)l(s+1):0, s: !,2,.-., f - 1, (7)

for all t, 1 < t 1n.It is easy to see that (3) are the onty weights sati$/ing (7). Notice

that (6) is an s<tension of the forrmrla proved by the author for the Power Game rdative

to the Ban'hafvalue.

3- Tte ootential of the semivalues.

I{art and ldas Colell (1988, 1989) have introduced a poteutial for the Shapley

value as a finctional P : G(ff) --G(iV) recursively defiaed by

P({i},u) =u({ii), Vi € iV,
(8)

I [r(r, Q - P(T - {e},r)] = u(T),vT c rY, lTl > 1,

k4

Then they proved that the marginals of the potential are satis$ing the Shapley anioms,

hence P is a poteotial. Recall that they have also obuined an orplicit formula for the

potential in terms ofthe coalitional form:
f /+\'l-l

P(T,u)=D lr( ")l u(s),v?g^nr, (e)
5:5Cf L \-'l r

wirich can be written as

s=t1 /+\1-1
P(T,u):Ilr{ :)l o,(T),v?E}r, (10)

5=11 \s/l

6



where o"(T) has the same meaning as in Theorem l.

Dragan (1996a) has introdrced a potential for the

Q : G(/v) -G(jV) orplicitly defined bv

Q(T,t) - 2r't I u(S), V? E iV,
S:SCf

which can be writteo as
g=t

Q(T,u):2r-t I a"(?), VT glY.

5:5Cf

lqnzhef value aS a functional

(r2)

(13)

(t 1)

g:l

Then, he proved algebraicaly that Q satisfies recr.usive relations similar to (8) and that

the marginals of the potential are oractly the componerts of the Banzhaf value, hence Q

is a potential. However, in the dght hand side of the formula sirnrllar to (8) occurs

r(T,a), whele n is the Power Game relative to the Brnzhaf value prwiously defined.

We shall be using the same approach here and therefore we defined a general Power Gane

in the second sectioa Even though formulas (10) and (12) are so diferem, we intend to

show that they may be derived tom the sane general formula for a potential of the

semivalues.

Definition 3: The potential of a semivalue for a cooperative TU gane u € G(lY)

associated with an n-vector of weights f >-0 is the functional R: G(JV)-G(IV)

defined by
3=t

R(T,u,t) :D f @)o,(O, vr g rr.
s=1

where c"(T) is the srm of worth of nrbcoalitions of T of size s.

Note that from (13) and (3) we get the l{artlMas Colell potentid (10) of the

Shapley value and fiom (13) and (4) we get our potential of the Banzhafvalue. We intend

to start the discussion of the funaional (13) by showing that it defines a potential for the

sernitralue D.

Theorem 4: Let f >A be an z-vector of weighu and D be the

DubeyA{eymadWeber serrivalue associated with these weights. Then, we have



R(T,u,f) - R(T - {i}, u,t'-\: D;(T,u,f),R(T,u,f) - R(T - {i}, u,t'-\: D;(T,u,f), vT g lf, l?l > 1, (14)

where R is the fr:naiooal de6nd by (13).

Eegf For each S 9?, from (13) we find the coefrciest of u(S) occtrrring in

the differencc shown in the left hand side. If i e S, then o(5) does not occur in the

secood terrr and l(") is the coefficient of u(^9) in the first term- If i e S, then u(5)

has atso the coefrcient l(s) in the first term and - l-t(") in the second term heoce

all together the coefrcient is l(t) - l-t(") = - lG* 1), s = t, 2,"', t - 1,

where the eqgality follows Aom (2). These facts together with (1) used in the rigbt hand

side proves (la) and justiff the nome of potential given to the ftrnctionat R.

Recall from the introduction tbat this is the Calvo/Santos potential written for the

case of a finite game.

Corollary 5: Let f > O be an rl-vector of weights and R be the fr.rnctional

de6ned on G(iV) by (13). Then, R is the unique solution of tbe functional equation

Du|g,u,l) -,hg -{k},r,y'-t)l =T€,o,f),v" E ff, l?l > 1- (15)

keT

where ,lt({+,u,pr) = u({i}), Vi € jV, and rr is the Power Game of u relative to the

semivalue D.

Pfgf: Obviously, this equation hes a unique solution which may be gven by the

recursive formula

,1,(T,u,f) =t-t f",t, u,f) +DV<r- ii),r,1-')l ,YT liv, l?l > 1. (16)

L{erJ
Ifence we have to show that .R satisfies (I5). Indee{ (15) for tlt : R may be obtained

from equalities (14) by adding up, and using (5).

Note that (8) and

L@g,u) - Qg - {k}, ,t)l : t(T,u), Vr E /1r, l?l > 1,

k€
are particular cases of (15) for the Shapley value and the Barr-haf value- A more

interesting fact follows from the comparison of (16) and (8):

(17)



Theorern 6: Let PF > 0 be an n-vector of weights and

u associated with these weights; la r be the Power Gane

semivalue D. Then, we have

D(T,u,t') : SIt(T,zr)' V? C JV- (18)

In other words, this says that any semirralue of a finite coopemtive TU gane is the

Shapley value of its Power Game. Compare the proof of Theorem 6 to the proof of the

more general Calvo/Saotos Theorem 5.3.

Example 2: Let us illustrate Theorem 6 by using the Power Garne computed in

Example 1: we shall go6pute the semivalue by computing the Shapley valug to show the

computational interest ofTheorem 6. We have

7r(ti), u,pt) = pt(t)o(i) : [l(t) +f (z)br(i),

7r({1, 2},u,f) - 7r(t2}, u,pt): F(1) - f (2)1[u(t) + a(z)l +

+2f (2)a(1,2) - Htrl +f Q)ju(z) :
= [f (r) - f (2)]u(1) + 2f (2)[u(1,2) - "(2)J,

hence, the well known Shapley value formula applied to zr gives

srfl({1, 2},r): llrp(r) + f (2)b(1,2) - a(2)l = Dr({1'2I'r'f);

a similar computation gives the second componed.

4. The recunive definition of the semivalues.

The potential of the semivalues is useful in proving first a recursive definition of

the semivalues:

Theorem 7: Let f >- O be an n-vector of weights. Then, the fundional ,l)

defined on G(.lI) by

'rr({t}, 
u,pt) = pr(l)u({i}), Vi € Ar,

D be the sernivalue of

of u relative to the

,b;(T - {k}, r, t'-t) + r(T,u,t') - 7r(T - {il,o,t'' ')]

(le)Vi€T,?EN, l?l >1,

9

l-

{i(T,u,t')=t-rl I
Lk€f-{t}



is the semivalue D associated with f f r is the Power Gane relative to D.

P:qgf: Cleady, eguation (19) determines a unique functional, so that we shall

prove that this is D. The proof will be by induction over the size of ?. For the

singletons the formula is obvious. Fix i and assrme that ,lt;(S,!,t') = Di(S,u,t')

holds for all coalitions ,t witb l5l : t - 1, and compute tbe bracket h (19). On the one

hand, we have by the induction assrmption and Theoren 4

t ,lt;(T - {k}, u,t-r) = I P;(T - {k}, o,t-r) =
k€"-ti) e€T-{i}

: I [n(r - {k}, u,l-\ - Rg - ti,,h}, ",t'-\hke"-{r}

on the other haod, from Corollary 5 we obtain

r(T,a,f) - T((T - {i},r, t-\ :I [n(r, a,l) - Rg -{k},r, f-\l -
k€T

- I latr - {i}, u,f-t) - B(" - {i,k},u,f-\l :
ks-{i}

: tR(T, o, t) - tR(T - {i}, a, f-\ - t Rg - {kl ,4 f-t) +
k€I-{ii

+ t E(" - {i, k}, u,f-z).
k€T-{i}

By using the last trro res.rlts in the bracket in (19), we get

{;(T,u,l): R(T'u,f) - R(T - {i},r, /-t) = D;(T,u,f),

where Theorem 4 has been used again As ? war an arbitrary coalition of size t and' i

was any player in ?, Theorern 7 is proved.

Note the interpretation of Theorem 7: n any nrbgame of u € C(n| the payoff

offered to player i by the semivalue is the average of the payoffs that i was able to get

in the nrbgames with one player less and the marginal contribution of player i to the

Power Game ofthe zubgame.

Note also that the recuntiv€ formula

10



D;(T,o,t): r-t I r D;(T - {k}, ,,y'-t) +
u rer_{r} 

.r

+r((T,u,l)-r(T-{i\,u,f-')l,v ?E iv, Fl > 1, (20)
I

allows us to compute the payoffto player i provided tbat the Power Game is known

Obviously, this assmes that the Power Game rnay be computed without finding the

components Dt, Vi e .iV; this will be disorssed below.

Example 3: By using the Power Game computed in Example 1 and fornula (20)

we compute D1({1, 2},u,f); iB (20) for ? = {1, 2}, we need

Dr ({1}, u, pL) : pr (1)u(1),

7r({ 1, 2}, u, f ) - r ({21, a, pt) : lf (t) - f (2)lt"(1) + u(z)l +

+ zf (z)a(t,2) - pl(1)t,(2).

Now, we obtain

Dr({1, 2},u,f) :z-1{/(r) 
[,Ol -,(z)] + [o'Ctl - tQ)][<tl *u(z)] +

+ 2f (z)a(t, z)) : f (L)u(t) + t(2) [r{r, zl - o\)f,

where we used pl(1) = f(t) + f (2).

Formula (20) does not seem to be a good recursive definition for the seslivalue as

long as in the right hand side we have in 7t all components D;(f ,u,f). Howwer, we

can e)ryress the marginal contribution to ?r in terms ofthe coalitional form:

Theorem 8: Let D be the sernivalue associated with the n-vector of weights

f > 0; then the marginal contribution of player i to the Power Gane relative to the

semivalue is given for all ? g lV, [?l > 1, by

r(T,u,f) - Tt(T - {i},o,/-t) :

= .D- --t"l(')-(t-g)l(s+r)l[u(s) -u(s-{ri1] ,ier. (2r)

^9:i€,5C"
Proof: We shall use the same strategy as in the proof of Theorem 1, based upon

formula (6) proved in that theorer4 writteo for coalitions ? arrrd T - {i}. Let T E lY,

lfl>1,befixedurd i beanyplayerlulrT. If ^gETand i€.9, then u(.9) doesnot

II



enter t(T - {i},r,y-t) and the coefficient of o(^5) in t(T,u,l) is exactly

sl(s) - (t - s)l(s + 1). Now u(5 - {i}) enter both temui of the difference' in the

first term the coefficieot is (s - 1)l(s - 1) - (t - " + t)l(s) and in the second term

the coefrcient is (s - f;7-r(" - 1) - (t - t)l-l(") as shown in both cases by (6).

Thereforg the coeffEciem of o(S - {i}) is

(s - l)r(s_ 

J;l_-;::]|[i 
'||, 

- 1)/-'(" - 1) - (' - ")r-'(s)r 
:

where the Pascal triangle prope4y has been used to express t-t@ - 1) and 7-t(s) in

terms of l(s - 1), l(") and l(s + 1). Henc€, the difference rnlry be written as in

(21).

From (20) and (21) taking into account Theorems 7 and 8 we obUin a recursive

definition of a semivalue D associated with an n - vestor of weights f > 0, for any

u€G(iV): foranyi€lY

Di({4,a,pL) : pt(t)u(i), @Y

and for all coalitions T g N,l"l > 1, cortaining player i

D;(T,u,t') = t-t { t Di(T - tk}, u,f-t) +dG)a(T) +
*e?-ti)

Qzy'

In another paper (Dragaq l9g7) s,rch recursive formulas have been derived by using other

proofs. For the Shapley valug the recursive formula has beeo proved by Sprumont

(1990) and used as an example of a PIvIAS @opulation Monotonic Allocation Scheme)-

Weiehted standardn€ss. reduced game and consistencv-

I{art and Mas Colell (1988, 1989), used the potential ofthe Shapley value to prove

a ctraracterization of the value by two a:rioms: standardness for two person ganes and

consistenry relative to a reduced gitme. Recall that a value ,f onthe union of all spaces

G(T), T E lV, is standard fornro person garnes if for all srch ganes we have

l, o F, . r[,](") - 
(t -s)l(s + 1)l[u(s) - u(s - {r}] }

t2



,lt;({i, j},u): u(i) + 2-1[u(i,i) - u(t) - "0)],

{i({i, i},u) = u(il +2-1 [r(;, j) - "(i) - r(3)].

The Shapley value and the lenzhaf va[ue are standard values.

Recall that the llart/lvlas Colell reduced game u{ rehive to a value ry'

coalition ? c lV, T * $,was defined as

4(s,u) : u(^9 u r) ?r*ft r)T' ,a), v ^5 E ?,

where T : N - T, or if r, is efrcient

"*(s ,r) 
: Drl,i(s u ?, u), v ^g c r, Q4Y

ies

Recall that a value on Gtr, the union of all C(T), ? E .lY, is consistent if for all

o e G(nJ') and all ? c .l[, T + 0, we have

,lt;(7,4) = {;(N,u),vi eT, (25)

that is, if rp is the payoff rule, tben the playen in T will get the same payoff in the

reduced garne when the playen n T' left the original game.

Dragan (1996a) used a potantial of the Banzhaf value to prove a similar

characterization for the Banzhaf valug but the standardness wiut replaced by a weighted

standardness and an adapted reduced garne implicitly defined was introduced to define the

consistency. Below a more general weigbted standardness and a weighted implicitly

defined reduced game will be needed to obtain a characterization of semivalues.

Definition 9: Let / > 0 be an n-vector ofweights with f {") > 0. A value ry'

on Gtr associated with p" is weighted standard, if for all two person games u we have

,l';({i, jI,u, f) =pt(r)u(t) +f(z)lo(;,il -"(i) -rff)J,

{i({i, j}, o,f) = pt(r)a(fl +f (z)b(t,i - "(i) - "U)1.

where I t".r derived from / via formulas oftype (2).

(23)

and a

(24)

(26)
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Note thot tf f is grven by (3), then l(t) : f (z) : Il2, pt(r) : 1 and (26)

becomes (23); the same weighs will be obtained if pr is giveo by (4). So both the

St13pl€V value and the Benzhaf rralue are weighted standard for their system of weigbts

Theoreml0:Letpr>0beann-vectorofweigbswith/(n)>0andDbea

semivalue oa Gr associated with pr, defined for dl T E lV by formula

D;(r,r,f) 
= D - J@frfsl -t,'(,s-{i})],vi €T'
S:i€,SET b

Q7)

Then D is weigbted standard.

Proof: Write (27) for f :ti,j) anduse pr(l): f(1)+f(2)'
Following tbe same idea as io the case of the Banzhaf value we define implicitly the

reduced game:

Definition 11: Let p" >0 bean z-vectorofweigbtswith /(n) >0 asdd be

a value on gN depenrting on t' for all T g N. Theq for any T C N, T * 0, the

reduced game $g,u,f ) relative to ry' is defined irrplicitly by

n(S,a{,t'; : zr(^9 t)T,a,f+'-t) -.D.rltr,(S t)Tt,u,{*"-'),v S ET, Q8)
k{'

where 7r is the Power Game relative to D for the corresponding games urd

T'=N-7.
Recall that if f >-o and pn(n) >0, then I >o ana d(q>a forall f,

L I t S n, and by formula (6) of Theorem 1 we can find fiom (28) the worth

46,o,f) ar soon iui 4@,u,1) with lcl < lsl have been fognd. Hence the

reduced game is well defined' Note also that for t: D formula (28) becomes

r<s,ul,f) = IP;(s r)T,u,f+"-'), v.9 E ?'
r€5

because of the definition (5) of the Power Game of u.

Example 4: To illustrate the concept of reduced game, let us compute the

reduced garne relative to the semivalue D for a 3-person gamg corresponding to the

(28y
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case T : {L,2}, i.e. player 3 left the game. obviously we shall use (28y. For

5: {1}, we need Dr({1,3},u, f); for .S = {2}, we need Dz({2,3},u,1); fot

.9 : {1, 2}, we need Dr (t1, 2, 3}, a,f) and Dz({1, 2,3}, u, f). In the left hand side

we us€ formula (6). For the singletout we write (28/ as

p1 (1)4(D : f $)u(t) + f (2)1"(t,3) - u(3)1,

p1(D4e) = f (tya(z) + l(2)["(2, 3) - r(3)].

For 5 : {1,2} we write (28y as

2f Q)4(1,2) + lf Ol - f Q)lt"l(1) + flQ)l: r,
where

L : VQ) - f (z)l[r(t) +"(2)] - 2f (2)o(3) +2f (2)u(1,2) +

+ lf tzl - d(3)l[u(1,3) * u(2,3)] + 2d(3)u(1,2' 3)-

The three equations in three unknowns $G),$fZl aA lfi(t,2) provide the reduced

game. We propose to the reads to solve this systeq instea4 wb use the equations to

illustrate a consistenry: ':

Dr ({1, 2},4, f) : f (:)4(1) + f (4W$, 2) -,Pr{z)l =

: f ttl'lll - f Q)&r(2) + 2-'{L- lftrl - f Q\[4ttl +ufl(21]] =

= 2-t {' * tf (L) + t\\wttl - ,|Q)l) =
:2-L{, *l(1)h(1) - r(2)l +f (2)lu(1,3) -o(z,e)l} = D1({1, 2,3},a,f);

a similar computation would gve D2({1 ,2},u1, f) = Dz({r,2,3}, ,,f).
Definition 12: A value ry' on 6N associated with the n-vector of weights

pP > 0 with p"(n) > 0, is consistent relative to the reduced game (28), or (28)', if for

artyT C li', T *0,wehave

,lti(T,4,fl -- *i(N,u,Pn), v i € ?. (29)

' Theorem 13: The semivalue D associated with an z-vector of weights f >0

with pn(n) > 0 is consistent relative to the reduced game (28)'.
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Pfgf: In the first stage we find the rdationship between the potentials of the

game u € G(lV) and those ofthe game P, e G$) for all S E 
". 

Precisely, we intend

to prove that for all ,S I ? we have

R(^9, 4,t) = R(s nT,u,1f+"-') - R(T,v,f-t).

We need an arxiliary restrlt. From Corollary 5 we have for all '5 
g 1l

T(s,4, t') =I [a(s, 4, fl - 8(s - {i},rPr, t'-')],
jes

to be used io the left hand side of (28)'. In the rigbt hand side we use Theorem 4 to get

forall S E f
r(s,tP,t) :I [nts t)Tt,u,irt+'-t) - E(s uT' - {i},o,rn+'-t-t;]; (32)

jes

hence, from (31) and (32) we have for all 
^9 E 

"f [a(s, fi,fl - E(,s - {i},fi,t'-\l:jes 
(33)

: I [AtS rJ T,u, in+'-t)- ,B(^9 uT - {iI,r,on+"-t-t;] -

jes

fire equations (33) will help us to prove by induction the relationship (30). For S : {i},

from (33) we ger exactly (30) for any S with l5l = 1. Assume that (30) holds for all

coalitions cwith l0l =s-1 andconsideracoalition 'S with l5l =s; theequality

(33) for this coalition can be rewritten as

sa(s, fr,fl- s.t(s rJT,u,in+'-t)+ Dft,t - {i},4,r'-1) -
j€.5 L

- R(,5 UT' - {j},r,.On+"-t-r;].

In the bracket, the first term is a potential applied to a coalition of size g - 1, hence by the

induction asnrmption each difference in the bracket equals - R(f ,u,f-') and there

are e sr.rch diferences. We get the equaliry (30) for .9 and the resrlt follows-

In the second stage, we use (30) to prove the consistency

D;(T,$,fl: R(T,fi,fl - R(T- {+,4,t-\:
: E (.1V, u,P") - R(/V - {i}, u,f-r) = Di(ff, u,y'),

(31)
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where the first and the last equality follow from Theorem 4 and the second equality

followsfrom (30) for 5 : f and ^9 = T - {i}.
Note that the proof is done in nro steps like the llartf\das Colell proof for the

consistency ofthe Shapley value.

6. A characterizatign of semivalues.

The property of the seurivalues of being the nnique values satisling the weighted

standardness and the corsisteucy is stated in the following

Theorem 14: Let p" 20 bean z-vectorofweigbtswith pr(n) >0 and r/ be '!

a ftnctional on 6tt with values in 8' for each a e G(T) and depending on f for

{ryT gi\f, T*0.T\en

r) ,1, has the reduced garne property (29) relative to the reduced game implicitly

defind by (28), aod

ii) ,1, is weighted standard for nro person games,

if and only if r/ is the scmivalue D gvenby formula (27).

Proef: Theorems l0 and 13 show that D has the properties r) and ii), so

tiat we have to prove onty the uniqueness; in other wordg assume rhat '{t satisfies i)

and ii) and show that tp: D.

Ifrl satisfies ii), as D satisfies also ii) we get

,lt*(T,u,t): Dr(T,u,d), Vk eT,

for all coalitions f with lTl = 2, because both are given by formula (26); we intend

to prove (3a) for all coalitions ? g I'i', Fl > 1.

In the first stage we show that i) and ii) forrp imply

D+r(f,u,t) : r(T,,u,f), vT E lY, l"l > 1.

(34)

keT
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Note that this foilows from (34) if lTl :2, hence we prove it for l?l > 2' Consider

any coalition U cT with lUl:z and denote Ut :T -U- By introducing the

reduced gaae u$ rehtive to (),we have

Lrrrgn,f):I d*(r, u,t) +l ,l'rtr,u,f):
keT ke7 keU'

: I,l,r((J,4,t)+ t,l'r(T,u,f) :
keu keU'

: T(tJ,4, i)+ t rltr(T,u, t) : r(T,o, f),
keU,

where the first equality is obvious, the second follows from i), the third follows from (35)

for tJ, and the last follows from the definition of the reduced game. Now, from (35) and

the definition of r for D, we have

D,,ltrg,u,t) :l ortr,u,f), vT E .M, l?l > 1. (36)

keT keT

In the second stage, we show that in (36) each term of one rum equals the

corresponding term of the other srn1 i.e. (3a) holds for whatever coalition ?. We use an

induction over the size of T; for lTl:2, (3a) holds as oplained above' So, assrme

that (34) holds for alt coalitions I with lLlsi - 1 and prove it for ? with l"l > 2-

Consider agin a coalition U : {i, iI, i eT, i eT, i * i, udthe reduced gantes nlJ

and ,4 rehtive to the two values. In (2S) we have a pair of coalitions U and T,

(J C T,instead of T and lf, T C N; now, ifwe write (28) for ^9 
: {i}, we get for {r:

7r({i}, 4,pt) = r(T - u}, v,f-r) -D,prg - {i},u,f-t) =
keu'

= rb;(T - U), u,d-r),

and for rf,:

7r({i},4,pt) = r(T - {il,u,f-t) -E,D|(T - {i},u,4-t):

: D;(T - {j},u,f=r), (38)

where (35) and (5), respectivety, where used for the last equat sign in each formula

By the induction asstrmption the last sides in (37) and (38) are equal, hence we have

(37)
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$fg>: zr({i}, u[,t): zr(ti], fi,pt) = d(ii]) (3e)

Clearly, we have also 4ttitl:fu(i}, but we rnay have "V({i,il) *4({;,iD'
Ar1 ilay, fromthis resrlt and D we get

{;((J ,4,f) 2 rl';(U,fu,f) o
+u!r({;, j}) > d({i,r}) <+ ,l,iGI,"!r,t) 2$i(1,4,fl- (40)

Now, from i) and the double implicatioa (40) we obtain

,!;(7,r,t') = rh;(tJ,"tt,f) Zt;(J,4,f) =
: D;((J,4,f): D;(T,a,fl + (41)

,lri(T, o, t) : rpi\J,utr, f) 2 rlti(J, 4,, f) :
: Di(U,4,h = Di(T,o,l),

where the first and the last equalities on each row follow Aom i), the other 
"quality

follows from (3a) for nro person coalitioru and the double implication follows from the

double implication (40). Hence, (al) says that for each pair i, i it f we have

,h;(7, u, t) 2 D ;(7, u, f) + { i(7, u, f) 2 D i (T, o, f),
which together with (36) proves (34), i-e- the uniqueness of D'

Note again that the proof has the same steps iut the HartAvlas Colell proof, but the

standardness and consistency are dlfferendy defined'
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